
Excerpts from the design rules of parking for annual camping 

 

1. General principles: 
Camping areas are special areas that serve the recreation building utilization Ordinance. Campsites are 

construction equipment, with the following requirements: 
Camping as a whole and each pitch for themselves must be designed to shape, scale, material and color 

that he himself, as well as the landscape are not disfigured. Construction equipment must be stable and 

fit for use even under effect of external factors such as water and moisture and not become a danger or 

harassment under these influences. The navigability of the paths may not limited by the development in 

the footprint by planting or by parked vehicles. Heat-storing fireplaces with solid fuels shall be 

prohibited in campsites. 

 

2. Limits on built surfaces 
Covered parking up to 70 sqm max 30 m² storage 
Covered parking up to 90 m² Max 35 m² storage 
Covered parking up to 110 m² max 40 m² storage 
Covered parking up to 130 m² Max 45 m² storage 
Parking space greater than 130 m² max 50 m² covered storage 

 

3. Material and quality of the parts on the pitch 
-all parts at any time mobile  
-no fixed additions, cut and enclosures  
-Tents-, advantages and awnings from camping-friendly material  
-no massive doors and Windows, no roofing made of wood 
-Scales any kind not allowed 
-Renewal in not camping-oriented design in acquisition of places not possible  
-no concrete foundations 

 
Distance from the neighbouring shelves and infrastructure 
-all parts, as well as plants, bushes and trees of the land of adjacent 0.50 m and of the way 1,00 m  
Distance  
-Height of the planting up 1,20 m  
-Neighbor site not overshadow and narrow  

 

5. Nature of not populated area 
-no seal in addition to built-up areas 
-Seep surface water ranked 
-Stepping stone not more than 10% of not rampart area  
-Forest nature preserve (no crushed stone or gravel) 
-No use as a small garden 
-No conifers allowed only native forests to indicative vote with camping site management 
The access roads from the walk to the campsite must be restricted either by construction or by planting. 

 

6. Parking spaces for cars 
A parking space is provided on the pitch. 

 

7. Winter use 
Also in the winter not build out of wood and sculpture only camping materials 
Development is coordinated in advance with the camping site management 
 
This page was automatically translated into English. Binding is the  German version. 

 


